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INTRODUCTION
The programming instructions described below are used to change the product dose settings, set the sales
prices, set any discounts, move through the operating modes, test the failures indicated and read the audit
data.

1 – OPERATING MODES
The machine can be in three different operating modes, and according to the mode the vending machine pushbuttons take on different functions:
1.1 NORMAL OPERATING MODE (VENDING)
1.2 MAINTENANCE
1.3 PROGRAMMING
1.1 Normal Operating Mode (Vending): the machine is stand-by and is ready for selections to be made;
the push-buttons the function identified by the selection labels; the display shows the message “ READY”
1.2 Maintenance: when in normal operating mode, press once the programming button located on the
internal side of the push-button card; the goes to maintenance mode and the display shows the message
”MAINTENANCE” for approximately 2 seconds, then the first MAINTENANCE menu item is displayed, i.e.
“Complete selection”
1.3 Programming: in normal operating mode, press twice the programming button located on the internal
side of the push-button card; the goes to programming mode and the display shows the message
”PROGRAMMING” for approximately 2 seconds, then the first PROGRAMMING menu item is displayed, i.e.
“Present failurs”

2 - PROGRAMMING PUSH-BUTTON FUNCTIONS
The selection push-button panel is used also for programming operations, and in this mode it takes on the
following functions:
Description of selection buttons funcions

1

Ï

1 Ï Previous function (increase data +1)

2

Ð

2 Ð Next function (decrease data -1)

3

3 Í Delete data (exit function)
Í

4
5

Î

4

Confirm data (confirm function)

5 Î Change data
6

Reset failures

7

Installation phase

8

Reset statistics

8

9

Print statistics

9

0

Display statistics

6
7

0
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3 - MAINTENANCE
With the vending machine in normal operating mode, press once the programming button located on the inside
of the door, on the push-button board, and the vending machine will be set to “Maintenance” mode.

The display indicates :
The message is displayed for approx 2 sec, then the first menu item is
displayed: “Complete selection “

MAINTENANCE

Complete selection
Test dispensing

Ð

complete with cup
sugar and stirrer

Press button
to confirm and press button Ð to
access the sub-menus, then press the relevant selection
button to make a complete test selection as indicated in
the sub-menus.

Ð
Ð

Powder only
Powder only dispensing

Ð

Press the relevant selection button to make a
selection with powder only

Water only

Ð

Water only dispensing

Press the relevant selection button to make a
selection with water only

Dispensing without cup,
sugar and stirrer

Press the relevant selection button to make a
complete selection, but without cup, sugar and
stirrer

No Accessories

Ð
Washing

Press button Ï to return to the previous function, press button Ð
to return to the initial maintenace program menu. Press the
selection buttons to perform the following actions as indicated
below:
BUTTON 3 – Mixer cleaning
BUTTON 4 - Unit rotation / coffee release
BUTTON 5 – Dispense sugar
BUTTON 6 – Dispense extra sugar
BUTTON 7 – NOT USED
BUTTON 8 – NOT USED
BUTTON 9 – NOT USED
BUTTON 0 – NOT USED

1 Ï Previous
function (increase
data +1)
2 Ð Next function
(decrease data -1)
3 Í Delete data
(exit function)
4
Confirm data
(confirm function)
5 Î Change data

Switch the machine off and on again to return to normal operating mode.
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4 - PROGRAMMING
With the vending machine in normal operating mode, press twice the programming button located on the
push-button board, the machine will go to “Programming”.

The display indicates :
The message is displayed for approx 2 sec, then the first menu item is
displayed: “Present failures”

“PROGRAMMING”

“Present failures”
“Air-break”

Press button
to access the sub-menu and display the
present failures.

Ð

“Boiler”

Press button Ð to go to the next failure.
the
If no failures are present, when pressing button
message “No failures” will be displayed for approx 1
second, then press button Ð to go to the second menu
“Water doses”

Ð

“Payment system”

Ð

ÐÏ
“ Eprom Data”

Ð

“Water failure”

Ð
“Cups failure”

Ð

“Waste cont. full”
“Volumetric counter”
“Coffee unit”

Ð
Ð
Ð

“Coffee failure”

Ð
Í

“Water doses”

“Coffee release”

At the end of reading the present
failures press button Í to return to
the initial menu
1 Ï Previous
function (increase
data +1)
2 Ð Next function
(decrease data -1)
3 Í Delete data
(exit function)
4
Confirm data
(confirm function)
5 Î Change data
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to display
With the display showing the message “Water doses” or “Powder doses” press button
the sub-menu “DC xxxx”, then press button Î to access the relevant sub-menu and the values start
blinking, press button Ï or Ð to increase or decrease the value by one unit; after reaching the
to confirm the choice, press the button again to return to the initial
desired value, press button
menu. Press button Í to go back to the previous menu.

“Water doses “

Î

DC xxxx

DC xxxx

Í

Í
Ï

Ð

Ï

Ð

Ð

Í

“Dose code A1 “

Í

“Dose code A.. “

Ï

NOTE- Water doses are indicated in tenths of a
second in vending machines with instant type
boilers, and impeller wheel pulses in vending
machines with espresso boilers.
The doses are identified by a dose code that is
shown on the display.
The dose code identifies the water and powder
dose for a selection; changing the doses for a
selection has an effect also on other selections
using the same dose code. For example, an
increase in the water dose for short coffee will
cause an increase also in the water dose for
cappuccino, composed of short coffee and milk.
See the dose table supplied with the machine
for the correspondence between doses

Ï
“Powder doses“

DC xxxx

Î

DC xxxx

Í
Ï
Í

Í

Ð

Ð

“Dose code A1 “

“Dose code A.. “

The powder dose is expressed in tenths of a
second. The adjustment of such dose is
specific to instant products, while the
ground coffee dose is adjusted manually on
the mechanical doser device. The steps for
accessing the sub-menu and setting data
are identical to the ones followed for the
water doses.
(See above)

1 Ï Previous function
(increase data +1)

“Set Prices”

2 Ð Next function
(decrease data -1)
3 Í Delete data (exit
function)
4
Confirm data
(confirm function)
5 Î Change data
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to display the sub-menu “Price
With the display showing the message “Set Prices” press button
N. 1”, then press button Î to access the relevant sub-menu and the values start blinking, press
button Ï or Ð to increase or decrease the value by one unit; after reaching the desired value, press
to confirm the choice, press the button again to return to the initial menu. Press button
button
Í to go back to the previous menu.

“Set Prices”

Î

Price N. 1

Í

Í
Ï

Ð Ï

“Set Prices selections“

Ð

Ð

Í

“Price N. 2 “

Í

“Price N. 8 “

Î

Ï

Price N. 1

Selection 1 =A

Up to 8 base prices can be set, and
these prices can be assigned to the
available selections through the
following menu.
The price values are set as number of
basic coins (units).
The lowest coin setting with the new
Euro currency is € 0.01, however a
different one can be programmed if
different needs must be met. See basic
coin menu.

Î

Price N. X

Ï+1
Ð-1

Í
Ï Ð
Í

Í

Selection 2 =A

Î

Selection 2 =A

ÏA
ÐD

Selection 8=A

From the menu “Set Prices/selections”, following the usual steps, it is possible
to assign a selection to the price set in the previous menu.
Press button Î twice to access the sub-menu “Price N. X”, then buttons Ð Ï to
change the combination.
Press button Î once only and the menu “Selection X A” will start blinking, then
press buttons Ð Ï to activate “A” or deactivate “D” the desired selection
1 Ï Previous
function (increase
data +1)
2 Ð Next function
(decrease data -1)

“Basic unit/ DP”

3 Í Delete data
(exit function)
4
Confirm data
(confirm function)
5 Î Change data
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“Basic unit/ DP”

Basic unit xxxx
Í

Ð Ï

Basic unit xxx

Í
Ï

Í

Î

Ð -1

Ð

decimal Point : X

Î

Í

Ï+1

Decimal Point : X

Ï+1
Ð -1

With the display showing the menu “Basic unit / dP”, the basic coin value and the decimal
to display the current setting for
point position can be changed. Press button il button
the basic coin value and the decimal point position.
For example, press buttonÎ displaying 0001 (€ 0.01); to change such value press buttons
Ð Ï, press
to confirm, then press button Ð to display the decimal point, for example
to confirm or buttons Ð Ï to change the number until reaching the
2, press button
desired value, then confirm with button

Ï
Validator Line

Line A xxxx

Î

Line A xxxx

Í
Ï

Ð

Ð

Line F xxxx
Í
With the display showing the menu “Validator lines”, the value of the 6 coin lines of the
validator can be changed.
The value of the lines is expressed in number of basic coins (units). Press the confirm button
to access the list of lines, that can be displayed using Ð Ï (Lines A to F). When the
desired line is displayed, press the change button Î, the values start blinking and can be
modified using buttons Ð Ï

Initialising

Ð

Ï

Í

Confirm ?

working

With the display showing the menu “Initialising”, the machine can be initialised with all the defaul
valu settings.
This function is to be used in the event of data errors, or in the event of replacing the EPROM.
After initialising all statistical data is reset. Press the confirm button
and the display will indicate
the message “Confirm?. Press the same button again to start initialising, the display will indicate the
message “Working” for a few seconds.

macchine Code
Ð Ï

1 Ï Previous
function (increase
data +1)
2 Ð Next function
(decrease data -1)
3 Í Delete data
(exit function)
4
Confirm data
(confirm function)
5 Î Change data
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macchine Code

Î

Code xxxx
Í

Ð

Code x x x x

Í

Ï
With the display showing the menu “Machine code”, the numeric machine identification code can
changed (0000 to 9999); the default setting is 0000.
Press the confirm button
to display the current code “0000”, press the change button Î and the first
digit starts blinking; at this point the selection buttons take on numeric values from 1 (first from the top)
to 0 (the one at the bottom), therefore the desired number can be entered ( 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-0)

Î

Macchine config.

Air-break/tank

Air-break/tank

Í

Í
Ð Ï

Î

Mixer heater

ÏA
Enable/ Disable

ÐD

Í

With the display showing the menu “Machine config.”, the machine configuration can be changed as
follows: press button
to display the current status, when pressing the change button Î the
current display starts blinking and can be changed with buttons Ð Ï .
From the sub-menu “Air-Break/Tank” press button Ð to the next sub-menu “Mixer heating”, and
through the same steps it can be enabled “A” or disabled “D”

Î
Sel. counters

Espresso

Password
####

P=0000
A=0000

P=0000
A=0000

P=0000
A=0000

P=0000
A=0000

Ð Ï
Instant

Í

With the display showing the menu “Selection counter”, a machine lock can be set, to be triggered after a
desired number of espresso coffee or instant product selections.
To access this menu press the confirm button
, then enter the 4-digit password (by default 4-2-3-1); at this
point the buttons take on numeric functions (1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-0 ), then press button Î to access the subto display the programmable counter “P” and the
menu “Espresso coffee” and confirm with button
current counter “A”, press the confirm button again and the programmable digit P starts blinking, and with
the buttons taking on numeric functions again the desired value can be set; at the end confirm with button
Starting from the espresso coffee sub-menu use buttons Ð Ï to go to the sub-menu “Instant”, and with the
usual steps it is possible to display the programmed digit P and the current digit A

Switch the vending machine off and then on again to return to normal operating mode.
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During the machine programming phase the following operations can be performed:

Installation
Read statistics
Reset failures

The push-buttons must be used as follows

1

Ï

2

Ð

3

Í

4
5

Î

6
7

7

8
9
0
Press twice in a sequence the programming button located on the inside of the door, with an interval of two
seconds and the display will indicate:
Programming
(After a few seconds the
first programming menu is
displayed)

Press the selection button “5” to activate the installation procedure, i.e. filling the air-break
and the water system. The display will indicate the message “Confirm? Press the confirm
button “4” and the display will indicate the message “Installation”.
The machine will start the installation procedure, first filling the air-break, then filling the
boiler, activating the solenoid valve for automatic air bleeding. At the end of installation
heating starts and the display will indicate the message “Heating”.
After a few minutes the vending machine is ready for normal use.

Confirm ?

Reset failures

Installation

Heating

When this is displayed, press the selection button “6” and the display will indicate
the message “Working” for a few seconds, thence all present failures will be reset.

“Working”

Reset statistics

When this is displayed, press the selection button “8” and the display will indicate
“Working” for a few seconds, thence all present statistics will be reset.
“Working”
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Programming

(After a few seconds the first
programming menu is
displayed)

When this is displayed, press button 0 to access the statistics menu where the message
“Statistic N. 1” is shown; then press button Í (3 ) to display the statistic for selection number
1, press button Ð to scroll through the entire statistics menu concerning all selections and all
three options: P ; G ; T – after displaying the entire sub-menu of statistic N. 1 the menu
“Statistic N. 2” is displayed, and so on. 5 statistics can be displayed (see description on the
side of each statistic)

Statistic N. 1

Í

Sel. N. 1 P= xxxx
Sel. N. 8 P= xxxx

Statistic N. 1 refers to dispensing for the
different selections, and options P, G, T refer to:
P = PAID dispensing
G = FREE dispensing
T = TEST dispensing

Sel. N. 1 G= xxxx
Sel. N. 8 G= xxxx
Sel. N. 1 T= xxxx

Í

Statistic N. 2

Statistic N. 2 refers to dispensing for the
different prices; up to 8 prices can be set in
the relevant sub-menu.
Prices = Pr. 1 – Pr. 2 …. Pr. 8
Sel. = selections per price

Statistic N. 3

Sel. N. 8 T= xxxx

Í

Sel. Pr. 1 xxxx

Í

Sel. Pr. 8 xxxx

Í

Coin 1= xxxx

Coin 6 = xxxx
Statistic N. 3 refers to the cash for each
single coin. With a total of 6 coins available
plus one token.

Í

Ð

Ð
Ð
Ð

Ð
Ð

Ð

Ð

Ð

Token= xxxx
Ð
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Statistic N. 4
Statistic N. 4 refers to the total cash
with coins and credit
Tot. 1 = Coins
Tot. 2 = Credit

Í

Tot. 1 = xxxx

Ð

Í

Tot. 2 = xxxx

Ð

Statistic N. 5

Failure 1= xx
Í

Ð
Failure 2= xx

Statistic N. 5 refers to the failures
occurred since the last reset. The
following failures can be displayed:
1 = Air break Failure
2 = Boiler Failure
3 = Payment system Failure
4 = Eprom Data Failure
5 = Water Failure
6 = Cup Failure
7 = Waste cont. full Failure
8 = Volumetric counter Failure
9 = Coffee unit Failure
10= Coffee Failure
11= Coffee release Failure

Ð

Failure 11= xx
Í

Ð

After scrolling though all statistics, the display returns to the first item of the programming menu.
Switch the machine off and on again to return to normal operating mode.
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